F SECURE
ID PROTECTION
PROTECT YOUR IDENTITY AND
PASSWORDS
Be the first to know if your personal information
is exposed online. Take control of your online
identity and minimize the risk of account
takeover.

PROTECT YOUR IDENTITY ONLINE

Every time you make an online purchase or create an account
with an online service provider, you trust them with your personal
information. When a company or online service gets breached
by online attackers, your private information becomes exposed
to criminals. This includes things like name, email address, phone
number, home address and in some cases even banking information,
bank card numbers, social security numbers and PIN numbers. Billions
of records of personal information are exposed every year, and
criminals use this exposed information to stealthily take over your
accounts. This access to your private information is used to commit
identity theft, causing you personal and financial harm.
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CONSUMERS ARE
WORRIED

58%
Someone hacking into bank account
and stealing money

56%
Loss of your personal information as
part of a data breach

55%
Online shopping fraud, e.g. theft of
credit card number
*Percentage of respondents worried or very worried
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Source: F-Secure Identity Protection Consumer (B2C) Survey, May 2019

8 OUT OF 10 USERS
RISK THEIR IDENTITY
EVERY DAY
According to our research there is an 80 percent chance
your personal information has leaked online. The majority of
induviduals are cemented into poor password habits which
makes us more vunerable in cases of data breaches and account
take over. Low quality and reused passwords are easy to crack
and are the main reason why threats like account take over
that can lead to identity theft are so successful.

TOP 4: HOW CRIMINALS CRACK INTO PRIVATE DATA?
1.

Data hacking

2.

Malware

3.

Human error

4.

Social attacks e.g. phishing
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PREVENT, DETECT & RESPOND

PREV
EN

DETECT
Together with human intelligence our web monitoring
technology scans the public web, deep web, and dark web for
leaked personal information. F-Secure ID PROTECTION then
instantly alerts the user if their information has been detected
as part of a breach and is at risk of being abused online.
RESPOND
When your personal information is found in a breach, F-Secure
ID PROTECTION is there to help. Incident-based action
recommendations help users get ahead of the problem,
minimizing their chances of becoming a victim of account
takeover or even identity theft.

D

T

ECT
ET

PREVENT
Online security starts by preventing or reducing the risk
of incidents like identity theft with the help of capabilities
like antivirus, browsing protection, VPN and good
password habits. F-Secure ID PROTECTION guides users in
sound password practices, lowering your customers’ risk of
having their data openly exposed in a breach.

RESPOND
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TWO SIDES OF THE SAME APP
In the mobile app navigation between the two core functions is easy. Monitoring tab shows the identity protection status, breach notifications with
the ability to drill deeper into details of each breach, and ability to manage the monitored items. The Vault tab shows the password manager with all
the required tools for safe and effective management of credentials, credit card numbers, PIN-codes and other personal information that needs to
be stored securely.

ID Monitoring

Password Manager (Vault)
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F-SECURE ID PROTECTION FEATURES
Protect your identity online

ONLINE IDENTITY
MONITORING
F-Secure ID PROTECTION
combines human intelligence
and 24/7 Dark Web monitoring
to retrieve your personal information within data breaches.

PASSWORD MANAGER
Store and access your passwords
securely from any device, with the
market’s easiest tool. Be informed
of weak and reused passwords
and generate strong ones to
replece them.

REAL-TIME DATA BREACH
ALERTS
Receive alerts immediatly when
your personal information is found
in a data breach. F-Secure’s classleading decryption capabilities
and recovery times unsures high
quality data fast.

IDENTITY THEFT ASSITANCE
Receive step-by-step incident
based guidance on what to do
when your personal information
is exposed in a data breach
and stop a data breach from
becoming identity theft.
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TECHNICAL DETAILS AND SUPPORT
SUPPORTED OPERATING SYSTEM VERSIONS
Smartphones and tablets Android OS 6 and later, iOS 13 and later
PC Windows 7 SP 1 and later
MAC macOS 10.14 (Mojave) and later

SUPPORTED LOCALIZATIONS
AVAILABLE LANGUAGES čeština, dansk, Deutsch, English, español, español latinoamericano, eesti, français,
français canadien, magyar, italiano, Nederlands, Norsk, polski, português, português brasileiro, română,
slovenščina, suomi, svenska, tiếng Việt, Türkçe, ελληνικά, български, русский, 简体中文, 繁體中
文 (臺灣), 日本語, 繁體中文 (香港), 한국어 (대한민국)
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F-SECURE ID THEFT CHECKER
Try out our identity monitoring feature for
vscan. It can also be used to support sales!
Here’s how the tool works
1. Type in your email address
Use the one you log in to your accounts
(Facebook, Google etc.) with
2. We search for breaches
We check if personal information tied to
this email address has been exposed in
data breaches.
3. You receive a breach report
A breach report will be delivered to your
email address.

GIVE IT A TRY!

https://vip.f-secure.com/id-theft-checker
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FAQ
Q: Why does F-Secure combine identity protection with a password manager?
A: Many of the most severe online threats are related to personal information and accounts. Naturally it is an inconvenience
to loose some personal data stored on PC or in online services, but loss of critical personal information can lead to major long term
damages. Poor password practices increase the likelihood of takeover of multiple accounts which may lead to complete theft of
identity. Unique and strong passwords are a good starting point for account and identity protection.

Q: What personal information can F-Secure recover using the email address? Even leaked Social Security Number or Credit
Card details?
A: F-Secure’s monitoring finds any type of breached elements be they credit cards, SSNs or more specific service oriented data like
user profile, behavior, contacts etc. The basis of our breach findings all derives from focusing on the email address of the end user.
Personal information stored in the online services practically always contain the email address.
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NEWEST MARKETING MATERIALS FROM VIP PORTAL
Get FREE marketing material from F-Secure
Consumer VIP portal.
Download and access:
•
•
•
•
•
•

F-Secure product comparison sheet
Digital product brochures
F-Secure logos
Product marketing images and icons
Product box shots
Product videos

Order point of sales material:
•
•
•

Physical product sale sheets
Physical F-Secure product
comparison sheet
Product posters

https://vip.f-secure.com
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Brought to you by over 30 years of experience
For over 30 years, Finnish cyber security company F-Secure has worked tirelessly to help people use their devices
without having to worry about malware and other threats. A lot has changed since we started in 1988, and the world
and our lives have become more digital than ever. People no longer need to protect just their devices, but money,
homes and even their identities online. Doing this can be overwhelming, which is why we want to protect you so you
can focus on things that matter.
F-Secure takes pride in securing both people and businesses we are trusted by tens of thousands of companies,
including leading airlines and financial institutions. We give you the same world class security as we do to companies,
and you can count on us to always watch your back.
vip.f-secure.com

